Beyond Brokenness Réa Rashani
the delivered sermon may have slight variations from this ... - “there is a brokenness” by rashani réa
sermon there aren’t many things that give me as much satisfaction as ﬁxing something that is broken. at least
once a week, my toddler calls out when some toy is seemingly in disrepair, and it is hugely satisfying to be
able to re-attach the wheel of a car, or a badass journey to empowerment - by rashani réa 1 there is a
brokenness out of which comes the unbroken, a shatteredness out of which blooms the unshatterable. there is
a sorrow beyond all grief which leads to joy and a fragility out of whose depths emerges strength. there is a
hollow space too vast for words through which we pass with each loss, out of whose darkness 802-257-0775
• anal treet rattleboro ernont • www ... - there is a brokenness out of which comes the unbroken, ... there
is a sorrow beyond all grief which leads to joy and a fragility out of whose depths emerges strength. there is a
hollow space too vast for words through which we pass with each loss, out of whose darkness ... by rashani
réa. board of directors - skagitwss - — rashani réa facts about november • november is the 11th month of
the year and one of four months with a length of 30 days. november was the ninth month of the ancient roman
calendar and has retained its name from the latin novem meaning nine. • topaz is one of the birthstones for
november. topaz
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